Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. INTERSECTIONS
NORTHLAND DRIVE N.W.
EXISTING

POSSIBILITIES
Restrict parking on
north side in front
of church.

Put right turn
only lane in from
Northmount to
Northland.

during rush
hour

Right hand
Improve
design. Paint
fades.

Need left
turn lane.

Make roundabout?
(x2)

Looks
great.

Dedicated lights for bikes at
Northland & Northmount

Expensive.
Multi-stops
for bikes may end up
taking a lane
instead.

Concerns about
queues.
Materials - cobblestone,
change in surface material

Northmount onto
Northland.

Extend load
width and take
away blvd here
to accommodate.

Concerns that
bike lanes will
remove right lane.

Left turn

Would like 3 eastbound lanes, one
for each direction.

Why are the accessible
ramps on crosswalks in
the middle of the road
and not on the actual
crosswalks?

Need dedicated
turn lights.

when redevelopment occurs.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:
-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents

High volumes

Like turn
lanes.
Don’t think this is necessary,
bikes can cross to left turn lane.
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Concern only
one EB lane.

Need to increase safety for

Need turn
lanes. (x3)
Not enough time for
people to cross.

Idea: Remove
greenspace to
create more room
on the road.

Multi-use pathway
along the route on
both sides.

Do not like
shared space.

Left lane only,
right turn and
through. (x2)

Protected
signal. (x2)
Walk time/
extension.

Northland + Northmount
would have to be widened w/
bike lanes.
Motorized vehicles drive
on the road. Where do they
go? Older community.

Curious about walking
spec’s, including the
number of elders and kids.

Concerns about pedestrian
visibility and safety.
Physical seperation -

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. INTERSECTIONS
BRISEBOIS DRIVE N.W.
EXISTING

POSSIBILITIES

New development
will damage this
intersection.

with future development at corner
of Northmount and Brisebois.

Flip turn moves.

Concerns as a
pedestrian and
cyclist.

Need advance turn lights for
left turns going both directions
on Northmount. (x2)

Turns are

What happens
during construction?
(x2)

Causes
queues.

Fair to share here
as long as we are
mindful.

Incorporate this
into the concept
below.

Concerns about
congestion. (x2)

Light is short.

Buses park here
for breaks.

Ideal for kids seperation but
need consistency.
Idea: More traf-

One lane is

LEGEND:
-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents
-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

No dedicated
rights at Brisebois.

at Brisebois.

Safety concern
when vehicles back
up and try to cut in

dangerous because motorists
cannot see cyclists.
Brisebois:
- Need early turn light after WBL-EBL
- Prefer turn lane option
opment. Study used parking express
supply on street.

Idea: Construct barriers at
this intersection so that
motorists can’t cut over to
the right to pass vehicles
that are turning left.
Both possibilities
are suitabale.

Prefer this option because it is:
intuitive for North American
motorists, and it is inexpensive.
Favour possibility with
left turning lanes.

7-9am bike-only facilities,
5-6 or 3:30-6 bike only.

Bus pull out?
Shared left would
need signal
adjustments.
Fix D/W and parking.
Make it a
timed turn.

Dedicated left
instead of right and
one through lane.

Left turn only
signal lane
needed. (x2)

Take boulevard
back for bikes - no
trees.
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COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS

turn lanes.

Queuing.
Shortcutting.

Works well.

Dislike this possibility.

Heavy left
turn.

Vision blocked because
of new building. (x2)
Maintain dedicated
left turn phase.

Brisebois intersection
needs more thought. No
cement islands needed.

Preferred option for
some stakehlders. (x2)

Not much
congestion
today.

Agree the second option - where
there are no trees - can use the
blvd space.

Some do not like this option
because: cyclists and motorists
share turning lane, and it can
cause confusion.

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. INTERSECTIONS
CHARLESWOOD DRIVE N.W.

POSSIBILITIES

EXISTING
Education around
sharing lanes for
bikes and vehicles.

Sudden
30km zone.

Speed limit
consistency
with school
zones.

Left turning vehicles

Need space
for cyclists.

Protectors.

going straight
through - dangerous.

Bike lane on
Charleswood
should connect
to Northmount.

Issue: Bus layby

Buses turn at right stop and
that bus drivers are not
educated on this issue.
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This is a good solution
at Northmount.

Right turns from Charleswood
Northbound not looking when
turning for pedestrians.

Idea: Move bus
stop up the hill.

Extend playground zones two really close together.

Hill increases
cyclists speed.

Operates well.

Best intersection
on Northmount.
Issue: Signal timing @
Charleswood/Northmount to
align with posted speed

Current right
turn on red is
not safe.
Has advance signal
and left turn lane.

Second stage is
confusing.
Combine bus
stops.
Don’t abandon bikes
at intersections.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:
Layby for
buses.

Need physical barrier.
Two-part crossing at a bike box is
too confusing. Learn from 10th 15th experience.
Like:
- Safe
- Left lane
- Straight through
- Right
- Like sharing the road
Like it - allows everyone to go
- Utilize the boulevards
- Do you need the merge lanes here?

Two stalls is
confusing.

Idea: Make northbound
right turn lane only.

Advanced green
(WB to SB)
Concerns with westbound right and north
with bikers and
RTOR backing up

-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents
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NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. INTERSECTIONS
19TH STREET N.W.
EXISTING

POSSIBILITIES

Need a left turn to
19th Street - mayhem.
It takes multiple lights
to make the turn
Poor access
and parking.

Eliminate parking at
approach to allow
for turn lanes.
Dangerous intersection
for cyclists and vehicles
turning left.

from 19th and turning on
next major intersection
Protected
intersection.
Backing out into
Northmount near

19 St is the least
well-designed intersection along the cor-

Turning lanes
needed.

19th gets backed up during
peak. Advanced turn signals
and prevent back-up).

A lot of left turns - very
busy intersection. (x2)

Bad idea.

Need to increase capacity
of intersection. Need EBL.

Don’t want to get
caught on island.

Idea: Widen 19 St
when approaching
intersection.

Advanced
green would
help.

Need left turn light. (x3)

Advance left
turn. (x2)

Can you cut more

Biggest issue is
left hand turns.

Idea: Remove boulevard
to widen road space.

Buses squeak through.

LT’s all move.

Missing dedicated left fr. EBND Northmount
to NBN 19 St

No trouble with Northmount as it is.

- Increase capacity of intersection - ppl
won't be deterred by current congestion

The left turn prevents
cars from driving
straight through intersection. Cut curb?

Room for
ped islands?

-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

Improve accessibility
ramps that lead into
the crosswalk.

Blind
spot.

Refuge islands at 19
St not needed - this
is not an issue for
pedestrians.

Left hand turn lane from Northmount
to go north to John Laurie.

Add EBL/WBL at
19 St.

concern. (x2)

Drainage issues /
washboard.

No. Need left turns.
Cut through
today to bypass
queue.

Widen
intersection.

Bikes into
boulevards?

Advanced signal.
Small to not take
property.
Will be used to
cut through.
No dedicated
right. Change to
dedicated left and
through lane.
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-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents

Do not
like this.

Tight for space
with parking.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:

Need left turn
lane. (x4)

Not wide enough and creates
another place to stop /harder
street change.

Potholes. (x2)

Pedestrian issue: driver’s don’t
stop before crosswalk because
the driver’s can’t see.

Support restricting to
one lane N/S. It is a
safety concern when
people try to go around.

Queueing.
Left turns on
Northmount and
on 19th St.

School children
walk to pool.
Add delineators
within painted
island.

Calgary

N O R T H M O U N T D RIVE N. W. INT E R S EC T I ON S
14 STREET N.W. AND NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
Shortcut.
Pavement markings.

CAROL DRIVE N.W. TO CAMBRIAN DRIVE N.W.
Morning and
afternoon left turn for
Northmount backed
up to 14th.

Intersection to Cambrian
works well - 14th St. is issue.
14th & Northmount - potential for
streetscape enhancements/
landscaping. (x2)

bike communication (all
users) clarity

People speeding
down 14 Street.

No left turn
westbound.

Unsafe for pedestrians
- cars turning.

moves onto street.
No signal.

Bikes on boulevard.

cyclists needed. How
are they supposed
to get through this
intersection?

No turn on red for
pedestrians.

bike

Bike lane ends, poor
placement.

Barricade.

.
lane

Curb extension across
from C.B. Drive Inn
creates hazard for
cyclists.

Dimension on Cambrian
versus Northmount?

Lots of rights.

Queues. (x2)

-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents
-- Public & Adjacent
Residents
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Lanes work here because
it is a wider road.

Widen road here to
reduce bottleneck.

Turnout availability
for buses.

- No L.T.
- Busy

Accidents.
14 St
- need to rebuild
- lots of volume

14 St gets backed
up - nothing works
well.

Connect to existing.

Unsafe for bikes.

Transit quick jumps
with right lane.

Weaving.

LEGEND:

Green Line connections,
plan the network
connections.
Roundabout? (x2)

Bus weaving.

Buses taking up right
hand turn lane.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS

Move buses back
(west) a block.
Need more capacity.

Through or needs to go,
too close to cyclists.

Pinch point concern
going from 4 down to
2 lanes.

See Northmount as a
super road, but might
use other routes.
People will jump
to get ahead.

Time stop for buses.
Dual right.

Education for schools
and drivers.

Backed-up.

Need to coordinate
signals so cyclists have
time. Advance green
for cyclists.

Weaving.
&
Bus

Very dangerous.

Leaving this plaza is :
- Challenging with lights at Northmount Cambrian
- Doesn't let cars go straight
- Right turn and left/straight lane
- Stagger signals for people out of Plaza and south

People short-cut up
Northmount from
Cambria to get to 14 St
b/c it is so backed up.

Do not want, dangerous
for pedestrians.

Calgary

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
NORTH CORRIDOR
There should be no parking
allowed in front of Church.

Buses and parents need
better parking between
Palliser and library.

One way library
access?

One-way each direction
behind/around the library

Find a way to drop

Where will people park
during school events?

school. (x2)
Right in-right out?

Most turn right.

Short walk time.

Pedestrian fatality.

Busy crosswalk.

Idea: Space behind Pallier is
under-utilized, could be used
for increased parking.

Raised crosswalk,
all schools?

Shale area near Palliser widen road to accommodate
parking (buses).

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:

Inform the
schools.

Move bus
loading?

-- Public

Lanes busy at school time.

Jaywalking with
This is an issue.

(get stuck on Button Road and
Boulton Road).
One lane coming out of
mall on Northland won't
be enough when mall is
redeveloped.
Concern about not being
able to turn right from Nmt
onto SBND Charleswood need more stacking room.

Car2Go.
Misaligned intersection. (x3)

Left-turn can queue
to Northland Dr.

guard, particularly with buses.
High congestion
at intersection.

Rentals with multiple
vehicles.

Diverter?

Where to park? Recieved
notes because I had parked
on side streets.

Stop sign repeatedly
hit.

Taking longer to
get out.

School buses are
not the issue.
Are the numbers
correct?

Intersections that don’t line up especially when making a lefthand
turn - hard for cyclists.
City land @ Northmount near the
library - City land could be used
to align the intersection.

-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

Concern for pedestrian safety.

Need three lanes or
advances lights going
EBND on Northmount
coming out of mall.

Do not ride Capri - but I have to
get to Northmount to cross 14 St.
Out of the way.

-- Adjacent Residents
Dedicated widening
for Palliser.

Are the schools
being involved?

Why bikes?
Concern: rentals and
high occupancy - lot's of
vehicles.

Big truck.

Plan? Parking?
- No on-site parking planned
- Where will customers park?
- New City-approved buidling
(concerns). 4-story residential and
mixed use - no on-street parking

Parking is the total
number of cars.

Left turn queuing.

“Been stated as
the route.”

Parking for apartment
tenants in back.

Customer parking.

Four commercial tenants - 12 spots
in front of tenants.
- Nail salon
- Ladies used clothing
- Commercial construction
- Acupuncture/Chinese medicine
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Light is too short and

Daily customers
- Parking in front most popular
- Adjacent streets less desireable

South side of Briseboise to
Charleswood - not very many
connector streets (one), which

Calgary

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
CENTRAL CORRIDOR
Bowles street to Bennett ensure
that there is a crosswalk.

Lanes not wide
enough.

Current curb extension

Very busy due to little
access to garage.

No side streets to park
on - south side.

Voting, parent teacher nights, ball
games, at Brentwood and St. Lukes
schools - parking concerns. (x2)

Wide blvds along
Northmount.

-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents

Intersections at 19 St and
Charleswood on Capri are
unsafe.

-- Public & Adjacent
Residents
Left turns into SB
from WBND Nmt

Pedestrian collision consider pedestrian
crossing light.

Barrier.
School bus
parking?

Teacher parking
only.

pick-up’s cause congestion.
(x2)

Residents not fronting onto

Idea: Right turn lane needed
at corner of intersection.

Don’t want parking
permits.
Dropping posted speed on
Northmount to 40 km/h?

bike route.

Charleswood intersection is
functioning well.

Btrantford Dr
Brentwood Mall
Active mode corridor Pls check.

Chisholm Cr - should have lights. Bad for peds
- when cars turn left + others pass = dangerous
- problem throughout corridor
- Discourage drivers from passing on the right
(curb extension)

Disabled parking?

friendly at Northland.
Northmount and Brantford
is dangerous for pedestrians
uncontrolled.

Brentwood co-op
lanes are bad, this
may be similar.

30-50-30 - Just 30 all the way.

Rentals - park.

Plant overgrowth.
Winston Churchill is a disaster - very
negative driving lots congestion.
If 100% of parking on
Northmount is eliminated,
consider adding parking on
side streets.
Proper snow removal - curently
not happening on Northmount.
Narrowing the road. Build out /
eliminate the cycle. Otherwise
useless. Big safety issue (been
lucky lately).

Solid white line turns into
dash on right turn.

Issues: Cheyenne Cr. Can't turn
left on Northmount in A.M.

No trees.

Crossing everyday
(no crosswalks).

Don’t see cyclists on Northmount
during rush hour as much - some
after 6.

movement areas.
2 way on school zone?
Not safe to park on
opposite side of
street?

Narrow lanes and troubles
turning.

Left hand turn lane
19th St. northbound.

High congestion at
intersection. (x3)
which causes congestion
with school buses and
vehicles.

Accidents on John Laurie or Crowchild
back up Northmount.
Dangerous due to congestion

Park here.

Burns School in the AM.

There are really nine
schools along the corridor.

Fatality - no left turn lane
or advance signal - put
one of these in.

Kids bike on sidewalks
on Northmount Dr.
Deal with congestion
at 14 St and 19 St.

Congestion around
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LEGEND:

Bumps/rutting due to the
winter and vehicle stopping.

Pedestrian walk @
Brantford.

At 3:00pm there is
mass congestion. (x3)

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS

Pavement conditions are
not good at Charleswood.

GoPro the drive
currently.

Prefer consistant speed along
Northmount - currently there
are a number of school zones.

Curb ramp that extends
all the way around.

No trees.

28 St NW + Northmount ped. crosswalk needed.

Need to consider this (John
Laurie Boulevard N.W.) as
option D.

coming from side
streets.

Use connection between
Brentwood Rd. and Canmore
Rd. - go along Morley Tr. to
20 Ave. to 10 St.

No turning lane at Brisebois and 19 St
- Need turning light
- Cut thru community to avoid lights

Should be curb extensions @
Collingwood between
Charleswood and 19 St.

Calgary

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
SOUTH CORRIDOR
Reduce sightlines,
trees may help.
might help.

Cawder Dr - Students parking
on this street is a huge issue.
2 hour parking needs to be
enforced.
Pedestrian scramble? More
ped space needed, 40-50
kids at intersection.

Parking issues.

Charleswood and Northmount
corner is very dangerous when
buses turn corner.

Speeding out of parking lot to
make the lights.

LEGEND:
-- Public

Left hand turn at Cheltenham Dr.

Congested here.
(x3) Widen road?

Tight corner for
garbage trucks.

Cycling speeds.
Remove boulevard.

Speeding.
Trees interfere with
street lights - impairs
level of brightness.

Rental homes have at
least three vehicles.

Speeding cyclists - should
know the rules of the road.

Consider other alternatives:
- John Laurie
- Seperated facilities on pathway

Built with no parking
in mind.
Unpredictable pedestrians
(students) crossing streets
@ schools.

No place to park
school buses.

St. Francis - modernization three
years - refacing school (February
2017 - 3 years construction.

-- Adjacent Residents

and consistency of
speeds. Sight lines pedestrians need sight
line but could be

-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

Add trees.

On-site parking
limited at school.

Parking lack at St. Francis applied for more, but rejected.

Congestion 3-4pm (x2). School
times, can end of day be staggered?

Connections and
improvements to
existing MUP.

Fills up with parking
which compromises
sight lines.

14 St. - no safe way to
cross at Capri.
10 St. dedicated lane - no
one encroaches.

Need advanced green
NB 14 St. (x2)

Unsafe crossing 14 St. dangerous.

Transit in right turn only
lane at 14th and goes
through - dangerous and
not consistant.
Merge issue.

Speeding especially
at night.

to schools - too much
going on - no safe spot

Dangerous for cyclists currently
(especially at Saint Francis),
need for education.
Property value impacts - loss of
parking.

Not long enough suggest doubling.
Not safe.

A lot of weaving
where lane ends.
(x3)

Cyclists take full
Cyclists using
right lane.

Eastbound at 14th Street - no
right turn lane - buses backing
lane.

Drainage
issues.

Limited space for
bikes with hill.

due to driveways.

intersection is a safety
concern.

for cyclists

Cycling infrastructure
increases usage and
safety.

Busy. (x2)

Buses back

Congested.

14th and past next
major intersection.

Bottleneck.

Where to go from Cambrian
Drive to Northmount.

Can we move
bus stop?

Vehicles go fast.

Make turning lanes longer.
Dual turns for turning left.
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Drainage
issues. (x2)

Speed increases in
evening entire corridor.

Protected bike phase.

Cambrian and Northmount - westbound
- bikes don’t know where to go - lack of
communication/direction.
No left hand turn light - people
turn on yellow light 10 St.

Idea: Implement metered parking
for 3 - 4 blocks. Suggest using
some of the blocks around St.
Francis High School without
blocking home owners.

No left on Collingwood is a
problem - line up of cars.

Don’t lose parking in
alley and street
front.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS

Already left hand turn problems

Speeding along the whole
corridor especially at night.

Cambrian Drive
backs up.

Light needs to
be longer.

Parking - communicating to residents about
parking permits on side streets (existing);
excessive parking (across from Columbia
Place) and in front of Church - students; and
Removing parking - pushng people onto
side streets in front of homes.

Lane ends merging onto
road. Suggest no turn on
red and advance signal
for cyclists.

14 St. dangerous for
everyone - big issues.

Turning right onto 14
Carol Drive and 14 Street intersections - no
communication for cyclists is dangerous.
Communicate to bikes. Ugly crossing at
Carol (pedestrian crossing).

Transition from Northmount to
Cambrian needs improvements
for cyclists.
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NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
NORTHLAND DRIVE N.W. TO BULYEA ROAD N.W.
PARKING
Congestion is a small
part of the day.

This is a walking community good congestion.
No stopping, no parking,
happening here.

Can we change
the speed zone?

It is better then 10
years of congestion.

If boulevards are being moved,
consider trees and utilities.

School patrol.

Remove parking.
Usage?

Push parking back on either side of the
road in front of Captain John Palliser.

What about bump
outs? Need to remove
for bikes.

Parking usage is up during short term
evening due to swimming lessons,
school events etc.

calming.

Although parking is not lost,
how can we make congestion
better during school times?

Parking in alley at
peak events.
What about accessibility?
up with saturday
church services.

issue?

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
SEGMENT NO.

EXTENTS

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
1
Northland Dr
LEGEND:

2
3 -- Public

Bulyea Rd

Brisebois Dr

Brisebois Dr

4

Charleswood Dr
-- Adjacent Residents
5
19th St
6

TOTAL
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EXISTING

CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
Bulyea
Rd SPACES
86
PARKING

Calandar Rd

PROPOSED

NET CHANGE

PROPOSED NUMBER OF
77 PARKING SPACES -9
ON-STREET

71

40

Charleswood Dr

158

105

-53

19th St

56

31

-25

Calandar Rd

40

24

-16

Carol Dr

55

51

-4

466

328

-138

85

77

-31

NET CHANGE
-9

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
BULYEA ROAD N.W. TO BRISEBOIS DRIVE N.W.
PARKING
COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:

How do we link to
LRT?

-- Public

Alley parking?

-- Adjacent Residents

Gravel lane?
Parking will be an issue because
of redevelopment. (x2)
More rentals
on this side.

Makes sense because south side
has option of parking on side
streets.

Busy intersection with
new retail building on
2-3 corners.

turning onto Brisebois?
12 customer space would like to return
parking spaces.

Widening road.

Turn lane.
No on-street parking
- mixed use.

Brisebois at 7-11 and pool
poor for pedestrians.

12 residential spaces , two
commercial owned in back.

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
SEGMENT NO.

EXTENTS

EXISTING

CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
PROPOSED NUMBER OF
1
Northland
Dr
Bulyea ON-STREET
Rd
86 SPACES
PARKING
SPACES
PARKING

NET CHANGE

NET CHANGE

77

-9

71

40

-31

2

Bulyea Rd

Brisebois Dr

3

Brisebois Dr

Charleswood Dr

158

105

-53

4

Charleswood Dr

19th St

56

31

-25

5

19th St

Calandar Rd

40

24

-16

6

Calandar Rd

Carol Dr

55

51

-4

466

328

-138

TOTAL
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PROPOSED

71

40

-31

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
BRISEBOIS DRIVE N.W. TO CHARLESWOOD DRIVE N.W.
PARKING
Get stuck on Brisebois
during rush hour.
I would rather lose
parking than trees.
To increase parking would
give up some of BLVD, but
not at the expense of trees.

on Brisebois.

Visitor parking
concern.
Events at these schools
push paking out along
Northmount.

May have backlash
higher usage

High rental. Makes sense.
High parking usage.

Speeding.

Trim the boulevard since
trees are closer to the
sidewalk. Make bike lane

There is an opportunity
to use the boulevard for
the bicycle facility.

Potential to change use of alley?
- Parking?
- Access currently gated

Extend playground
zones.

Innacurate?
Lot’s of rentals in
this section, more
cars per household.

Speed an issue
along this road.

Seldom parking
mislabelled?

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
SEGMENT
NO.STAKEHOLDER
EXTENTS
EXISTING
COMMENTS
FROM
CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
WORKSHOPS
PARKING
SPACES
1
Northland Dr
Bulyea Rd
86
LEGEND:

2
3-- Public

Bulyea Rd
Brisebois Dr

4
Charleswood Dr
-- Adjacent Residents

NET CHANGE

71

40 105

-31

Charleswood Dr

158

105

-53

19th St

56

31

-25

5

19th St

Calandar Rd

40

24

-16

6

Calandar Rd

Carol Dr

TOTAL
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Brisebois Dr158

PROPOSED

PROPOSED NUMBER OF
ON-STREET
77PARKING SPACES -9

55

51

-4

466

328

-138

NET CHANGE
-53

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
CHARLESWOOD DRIVE N.W. TO 19TH STREET N.W.
PARKING
Brisebois - Charleswood proposed parking removal is
on the best side.

Permit parking on
the side streets.

University students park on Chatham
and take bus to school. (x2)

Left turn lanes onto 19th street both
directions and on Northmount both
ways. Possibility of 3 at 19th? No
19th come down over
arise don't see marking.

Slippery slopes getting
to Charleswood.

No driveways.

Don’t remove any
vehicle lanes.

Why get rid of south side?
North side seems better.

Nightmare
for parents.

Concern about jogging the parking
back and forth. This creates a safety
issue - more complete.

Reverse - no parking
to n. side. (x3)

Don’t take out green blvd
for additional parking.

light isn't long enough to cross.

Need crosswalk.
Keep parking on south side?
- Higher use?
- No ability to park on side

Need to make playground
zones more visible for vehicles

No cement barriers on 19th /
Northmount in intersection
possibilities - No (x2)

Most parking in the
area is proposed to
be removed.

KEEP PARKING - Heavy users.
Don't remove. No driveways.

19th - 10th on Northmount - too narrow.
Parking plans should be
switched at Northmount
and Cherokee

Senator Burns is best -

Bus parking.

Handicapped.

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.

SEGMENT NO.

EXTENTS

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
1
Northland Dr
LEGEND: 2

3

-- Public

Bulyea Rd

Brisebois Dr

Brisebois Dr

Charleswood Dr

4

Charleswood Dr
-- Adjacent Residents
5
19th St

6 -- Public & Adjacent
Calandar Rd
Residents
TOTAL
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EXISTING

CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
Bulyea Rd
PARKING SPACES 86

PROPOSED

NET CHANGE

PROPOSED NUMBER OF
77
-9
ON-STREET
PARKING SPACES

71

40

158

105

19th St

56

31

-25

Calandar Rd

40

24

-16

Carol Dr

55

51

-4

466

328

-138

56

31

-31
-53

NET CHANGE
-25

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
19TH STREET N.W. TO CALANDAR ROAD N.W.
PARKING
COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS

Suggest residential
parking permits.

Steep - hard to park in
the winter.

LEGEND:
-- Public

Divert bike lanes onto
the sidewalks.

No parking. Can it
be reinstated?

Okay with parking
removal here. Not
okay with other
parking removal. (x2)

Can parking be put in the back? Used
to be between Collingwood and 19th.
Parking will push
up Columbia.

Permit parking or enforcement
to stop students from using
spaces

5

Idea: Make crossing
permanent and add
cut-through for cyclists.

Suggest bus layby.

19th St

Calandar Rd

-- Adjacent Residents

Get rid of boulevards
where there is no
parking.

Back-ups because of
cement barrier.
40

24

2 HR OK to remove?
Not in factor.

Suggest staggered
school times.

Access challenges. Right-in,
right-out - need median.

-16
d

Multiple vehicles
per home.

Widen sidewalk. Chat
with parks about the
impact to trees.

Improve sidewalks. If parking is
an issue, put drive-up front way.

Issues with snow clearance.
Snow gets pushed to the side
of the road. Snow
removal versus plowing. (X2)

Poor sight line - suggest
moving sidewalk north.

Right now there is restricted
parking. Suggest adding
metered parking.

No parking? School

Parking on Collingwood
and jay walk across.

Dedicated pick-up/schools.

Want parking in the
alley - remove signs.

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
SEGMENT NO.

EXTENTS

EXISTING

CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
PROPOSED NUMBER OF
PARKING SPACES
ON-STREET
PARKING
5
19th St
Calandar
Rd
40 SPACES
40
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24

PROPOSED

NET CHANGE
24

NET CHANGE
-16

-16

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W.
CALANDAR ROAD N.W. TO CAROL DRIVE N.W.
PARKING
Students parking
here.

WIden from Collingwood
to Clarendon.

Suggest creating more curb for

Avoid entire area (in front of St.
Francis High School) as cyclist and
driver due to student behaviors.
approaching Northmount
southbound.

at driveways and crossing
bike lane.
Removal of parking at
Culver and Cander is okay. (x2)

Not visual on a curve,
should have advance
warning.

sides of the street.

Pedestrian scramble?

Construction staging?

Idea: Develop a parkade
parking stalls.

Sunlight impairs vision,
suggest planting more
trees.

should be formalized.

Road narrows and
people cycling need to
squeeze in with drivers.

Parking should be protected.
Bike lane without a curb

Staging area in Saint
Francis parking lot for
construction.

PARKING SUMMARY ALONG NORTMOUNT DRIVE N.W.

SEGMENT NO.

EXTENTS

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
1
Northland Dr
LEGEND:

2
3

-- Public

TOTAL

PROPOSED

NET CHANGE

PROPOSED NUMBER OF
77
ON-STREET PARKING SPACES

-9

Brisebois Dr

71

40

-31

Brisebois Dr

Charleswood Dr

158

105

-53

19th St

56

31

-25

Calandar Rd

40

24

-16

Carol Dr

55

51

-4

466

328

-138

Charleswood Dr
-- Adjacent Residents
5
19th St
6

EXISTING

CURRENT NUMBER OF ON-STREET
Bulyea Rd
86
PARKING SPACES

Bulyea Rd

4
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It would make
sense to move
the curb in this
section.

Some stakeholders
want to get rid of this.

Handy bus parks here.
Illegal?

Sunlight is often in
drivers eyes - suggest
moving trees to add
shade.

Calandar Rd

55

51

NET CHANGE
-4

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. - SCHOOL SITES
CAPTAIN JOHN PALLISER SCHOOL
Remove all parking
in front of Church.
Rethink signal cycle and phasing
time (at Northmount and Northland
intersection). Consider extending
walk phase/add countdown.
Remove push button - automatic
pedestrian cycle.

Parents park and block back
lanes around Palliser.

lay-bys for buses.

Lot’s of cars here. Can
we make it a one way?

Idea: develop an indent
for buses and parent

Back lane congestion.

Right in - right out at
Church entrance on
Northmount Drive?

Issue: double stacking buses?

Reduce curb so
buses can get out.

Used to be a crosswalk,
evaluate putting back in,
and a pedestrian signal.
Swap lights with Bulyea.

in here to increase safety.

Flashing beacon. Fix hydrant.
Consider lights.

Bike signals should be redone left for left, right for rights
- John Palliser

Congested.

)

Poor sightline.
Opportunity area for
Don’t encourage
mid-block crossing.
Most congested
area

Major concern with
congestion along this
section, especially with
number of accesses.
(x2)

Can we get rid of
this intersection?

Realign and add sidewalk (on
east corner of Button Road and
Northmount Drive). Fix curb
extension.

Frequent jaywalking
around school. (x4)

Make all Northmount a
playground zone, or make
it 40 - reduce speed. 24
hours a day. (x3)

School patrols awesome.

Move parking (23 stalls) to
extend back lot east of
sportsplex.

Indent. No trees.

Buses going on
Button Road to
get around.
Idea: Palliser School - consider

School zones end just before
crosswalks and poses safety
concerns because drivers speed
up.

lose some green space.
Short-cutting on Button
to get back onto Nmt to
avoid school zones.
Short-cutting through
7-11 parking lot.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:
-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents

Bus stop in front of 7-11 - bus
bike lane
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Need to control
crossing.

-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. - SCHOOL SITES
ST LUKE ELEMENTARY AND BRENTWOOD SCHOOL
Idea: look at moving buses to
back road, south of the park,

Parking in alley
- No where else - St. Lukes events @ library

university.

front of the school. Check with
school.
Concern: dangerous by St. Lukes and shopping centre
- remove parking on street between facilities
- turning lanes in area get backed-up and cause congestion

Intersection is crazy
in the AM.
Idea: add curb extensions
No trees?
Damaged trees.

Concerns with special
events parking.

(x3)

Indent.

Lot’s of parking on
street from LRT along
Brantford.

Well used.

12 buses.
Use Brentwood
Maintain barriers?

Improve safety.

for buses.

Carve out space
for buses.

Spill over.
Can there be a parking kiss and drop - along
Brentwood School?
Bus parking?

the back.
of Brentwood School? (x2)

School bus parking. (x2)

Brantford Dr. NW. Take some of green
space and - Can't, it's a grade issue
- I'm not worried about parking and LRT
University kids
park here.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:
-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents
-- Public & Adjacent
Residents
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Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. - SCHOOL SITES
SENATOR PATRICK BURNS SCHOOL

Senator Burns
- Issue w/ alignment
- Buses backing up to 19th Street
- Issue for the rental tenants

No major issues.

Visibility is poor.

Idea: Develop bus inset to get
they cause congestion.

Sight line issues.
Hedges at Chatham
corner.

Transit stop?

Light doesn’t
work. (x2)

4-way stop?

Jaywalking.

Review intersection for
people cycling and
making right turns.

Potential to widen
road for buses. (x2)

Left turns in/out of
school park backing
up Northmount Dr.

Better signage for
playground zones.
Interchange
alignment.

Idea: Change access to
parking lot to reduce
congestion.

Rentals - parking issue.

Dangerous spot.

Crosswalks should be on
both sides of Chilcotin
Rd NW.

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:

Too much going on here.
- How can we reduce everything that is going on?

No issues at
this school.
Not a community
school, it is a mega
all over.
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Hard to cross at
crosswalk due to
congestion and lack
of visibility.

Bus pull-out needed in front
of Senator Burns.

Parents park all over
close to school.

- Buses can’t get through.
- Congestion
- Adding a bike lane would add to the issue.

Don’t like jogging.

Buses have a hard
time here - queueing.

-- Public
Can we evaluate
Brentwood as well,
and connect to 10
St?

-- Adjacent Residents
-- Public & Adjacent
Residents

Calgary

NORTHMOUNT DRIVE N.W. - SCHOOL SITES
COLLINGWOOD ELEMENTARY AND ST FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL

Two schools on same side
create bottleneck.
Widen this - trees
are dead, wide.

Rock boulevard
okay to move.

St. Francis - 8 or 9 buses that
park all at the same time.
Brentwood also an issue.
Put in curb extensions
and cut away for bikes.

and speed signs.

Lawn mowing
issues.

Bus bay?

incription.

What about
the buses?

Lot’s of kids
crossing.

)

impact congestion?
Indent?

7:40am very
congested.

Indent? Okay with losing
some trees for indent.

Make turning
lanes easier.

Not enough parking in lot at
St. Francis (x3) - increase
parking lot cost?

Pull it back if
possible.

Confusing.
Mass movement.

Do not put
bump outs.

St. Francis is crazy in the
PM and AM rush hours AM even worse. (x2)
intersection causes congestion.

Parking along here is
- The barriers in Collingwood are annoying

COMMENTS FROM STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOPS
LEGEND:
-- Public
-- Adjacent Residents
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